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You are connected.

Tammy: Thank you for reaching out to MTS. My name is Tammy. How may I assist you today?

Tammy: Leslie are you still in the chat?

me: I have repeatedely sent MTS online Complaints concerning this- I am Still awaiting a Copy Confirmation of what was sent I Made a Very Detailed Formal Complaint with a MTS Supervisor at 11:50 AM on 1/3/18 Concerning
what Transpired on Bus Route 204 as it was sitting at UTC Between 11:30 AM and 11:50 AM The Incident also Continued on the Bus Route as The bus left UTC driving along its route, The Supervisior only wrote a Summary
leaving out relevant details The Incident Involved 3 Person's I dont know the Names of all 3 Persons and only one can be Specifically Identified by name thru MTS that 1 being the Bus Driver -I am Legally stateing i want a
Video of the Entire event including with all of the Audio- The Entire event was predicted by me on a tape recorder before arrivng at UTC as I was sitting waiting for the MTS Bus Route 204 2 seperate individuals staring seperatly
approaching its bus Stop 1 White male around the Age of 30-35 1 black Male probably in his Late 40's as the white Male approached the Bus he gave me a Smirking grin's I ignored it this young man has repeatedly harrassed
me at 3 seperate locations on multiple dates The NUSDPL ,UCSD Campus and Bus Stop's- the Black Male has also harrassed me at Ralphs Grocery Store on several dates and at MTS Bus Stops on a Prior date's the Bus
driver repeatedley attempted to solicit me to introduce my self to the black male-i never did or whould-it was caught on tape on at least 2 Sepearte occassions openly showing him trying to convince me to approach this male
and introduce myself-which Is extremely inapproprate. I do have the Tapes-within minutes of the 204 Bus arriving at UTC- this Same bus driver opened the door to let passengers on- i boarded the bus sat down at the front the
white male sat directly to my left the Black male went to the back I got up to get a 201 Bus Schedule &scanned it I tried to resituate it in my hand the cress's wehir obstructing my ability to see what i was looking for & at so i
shook it psyshcially the black male seemed to start coming closer to wheir i was doin that at then turned around & started yelling at me with very intimidating statements & behaviors & stateing very bizare statements- i
repeatededly told him to Leave me alone & to just go back to the back of the Bus the White guy then started to intentionally inflame the situation & fed it, thru solicitating lies and harrassing dialog to keep it going by trying to
state just ignore her she bothers people every wheir- A total complete fabrication WHICH can always be Indisputibly proven when these 2 approached the bus stop at UTC i stated in a recording tape recorder concerning the
white male and black male, Quote "ok here comes one who's been used before -( meaning they have harrassed me before- and here comes another one who has been used before. as this was intentionally kept goin between
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